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DIY Tamanu Skin Cream

Revered by Tahitians, this all-in-one skin lotion keeps them young looking, fresh, and vibrant.
Wear this and they might actually think you belong in Forever 21.
Or better yet, looking like you belong on the runway in Monaco for Vogue, and not dodging jets at LaGuardia.
Time tested, this is why the islanders are always smiling.
Try this South Pacific secret, which is in many famous cosmetics. Don't tell anyone, because they don't want you to know.
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DIY Ginger Skin Cream Instructions

If they gave you a headache, this is your ticket to freedom. Apply topically directly to where it hurts, and smile while
they wonder what went wrong.
Chase away those dating headaches, and turn your temples into something revered, and not splitting.
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DIY Zinc Skin Cream Instructions

Skin tags, wounds, things you want to go away on your skin will run away from this skin lotion. Show them who's
boss, while others wonder how you have such a Hollywood complextion, without the Rodeo Drive bill.
You can buy celeb lotions from Britney Spears, so Jamie can buy another mansion, or for a few bucks, look your own
famous in the mirror.
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DIY Oregano Oil Skin Cream Instructions

Italians will wonder where you're hiding the pizza with this foot applied remedy, that appears to cure what ails you. It's
truly amazing, and medicinally proven throughout history to chase away the bads.
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DIY Astragalus Skin Cream Instructions

Forever twenty ? Maybe. You never know with this wonderful lotion that whitecoats in a lab have researched that may
keep your Telomeres in line, even while you're not.
The Chinese have been using this, and witchdoctors agree, it makes your skin make a teenager look twice.
Confuse your mirror.
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DIY Copper Oxide Skin

Want to look and feel younger without Botox ? This is your ticket to that 20-something spree you've been looking for.
Topically applied natural lotion. Best of all, it's not a bio-toxin which makes you sweat, gives you uncontrolled winks,
or makes your skin feel like he's kissing as if you've recently passed.
Bonus since you won't need to apply for another credit card to use it.
Extra credit: If you're a vampire, or just stay out too late, this may also help cure that hangover.
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DIY Vanilla Skin Cream Instructions

Send her to the Moon and back without the large SpaceX bill.
Try this South Pacific Vanilla skin cream, you make at home. Using fragrant French Polynesian vanilla, it is organic,
kissable and lickable. Your tongue will wonder what's up with the new exercise routine.
He'll never know that the Vanilla is rich in antioxidants which neutralize free radicals and reverse skin damage. It slows
down signs of aging such as fine lines, wrinkles and age spots.
That's why Tahitians look and feel so young.
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DIY Cinnamon Skin Cream

Give her the first night of the rest of her life while turning her into a Red Hot with this sensual skin cream.
This skin cream is very pleasantly fragrant, and makes a wonderful silky smooth formulation. Kissable and lickable
organic formulation.
She'll never forget you.
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DIY Shea Butter Skin Cream

Make any silkworm jealous with this skin pleasing lotion. Turn your skin into the finest silk from the Far East or the
most wonderful plush Cashmere outside of the Gobi Desert. You'll never go back to what you were using before.
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DIY Anti Aging Skin Cream

Mirrors don't lie. But they never tell the truth. It's how you feel, which makes you look good. But it doesn't hurt to have
organic botanicals on your side. Are you the best of your best ? Be your own Top Gun with this high flying skin lotion
that reduces wrinkles and helps to fend off the effects of aging.
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DIY Barberry Skin Cream

Coming soon... possible solution to long Covid symptoms similar to BC 007.
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